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Open School East, Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

Statement from our Chair
Our mission is to explore and
establish new and dynamic
relationships between artists and
communities in London through
developing ambitious projects and
supporting and enriching those
that are now up and running. I am
pleased to see us continue to meet
these objectives with real ambition.

I am happy to report that Create
London have delivered an ambitious and
successful programme over the course
of this year which has supported the
work of over 40 artists and practitioners
and benefited the lives of a wide range
of London residents.
This year we have continued to work
collaboratively with a broad range
of institutional partners, artists and
Londoners to deliver a world-class
programme. Our work has encompassed
the launch, incubation and ongoing
support of new long-term enterprises
as well as ongoing job creation and
mentoring programmes for hundreds of
young people across east London.
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Long-term Create projects we
continued to support and cultivate
this year include The White House
in Dagenham, where we have been
working with visiting artists and
the community on the Becontree
Housing Estate for over 18 months
now. The House is now establishing
itself not just as a resource for local
people, but as space for ambitious
art where artists can develop
their practice in the context of a
suburban London community. A
new partnership with the Victoria
and Albert Museum enabled the
Berlin-based artist Wouter Osterholt
to deliver a four month research
residency at the House whilst the
British artist Alice Theobald led a
successful project during her time
in Dagenham this year. We continue
our work with the artist duo "They
are Here" to deliver a capital project
to transform the outside space at
the White House into a community

garden and we are grateful to our
funding partners Paul Hamlyn
Foundation and the City Bridge Trust
in particular for their support.
Aaron Angell's Troy Town pottery
studio in Hoxton and the Rabbits
Road Institute in Manor Park
continue to grow and to flourish,
whilst a look back at the Blackhorse
Workshop and the Company
Drinks community company
reveals projects which are now well
embedded in their communities
and growing in ambition each year.
Each of these projects reaches,
involves and engages with local
young people, with local participants
and each offers significant
social, training and mentoring
opportunities for growing numbers
of people.
Whilst our focus remains in
delivering projects in east London,
this year we began our work on a
three year, £1.4m programme of arts,
heritage and community projects in
west London's Park Royal district.
Artists are now working onsite and
we are excited about sharing our
experiences of working with artists
and communities in east London
with a new part of the city which
is undergoing significant change

and development. Our strategic work
with our partner boroughs remains
central to how we work and this year
we were particularly excited to see
Waltham Forest and Brent winning
the opportunity to become London's
first Boroughs of Culture for 2019 and
2020 respectively. We look forward to
partnering and collaborating with them
on this.
Our successful partnerships with
the Barbican and Chisenhale Gallery
continued, and we were especially happy
and proud to see the residency we had
supported at the Chisenhale Gallery
with artist Luke Willis Thompson result
in his work being nominated for a Turner
Prize and winning the Deutsche Borse
Photography Award.
Our programme this year has actively
involved thousands of Londoners. The
many communities facing the multiple
and complex challenges of poverty and
marginalisation continues to shape and
inform our activities. We have continued
our Create Jobs partnership with A New
Direction, which has placed almost 100
young people into jobs in the creative
sector this year, and we have placed
particular emphasis with working with
older people, migrants and those with
limited access to opportunities that are

perhaps taken for granted by many of
us.
We are now seeking to establish new
governance models for our long-term
projects whereby we support local
communities sharing in steering the
ways in which projects evolve and
where local ownership of programmes
is a priority. Our Panic! programme
of research with the University of
Edinburgh, the Barbican and Arts
Emergency has revealed and quantified
the many inequalities which continue to
exist within the UK's creative industries.
It is clearly necessary for us all now
to consider and reflect on the size,
shape and diversity of our workforces,
governance vehicles and the artists we
work with to ensure that we are actively
including the voices, contributions and
agency of people from all backgrounds
in our practice. We look forward to,
and welcome, these challenges and
opportunities and encourage the whole
sector to be part of this process.

as well as our valued London Borough partners.
Sincere thanks go out to them, and to all our
funders and partners who make our work
possible. We are inspired by your commitment
to work with us to establish new models for the
role of artists in our great city, which benefit our
many communities.
I note my sincere thanks again-to all of Trustees
of the Create Board and to our Patrons who
have this year been generous in contributing
guidance, experience, time, personal financial
support and insight. To the executive team I
offer my thanks, admiration for their efforts
and my continued support.

John Studzinski CBE
Chairman and Trustee

This year, we have worked hard to raise
over one million pounds from public
and private sources and Trusts and
Foundations to deliver our programme.
Our major funders once again were
Arts Council England, the Greater
London Authority, Bloomberg LP, Bank
of America Merrill Lynch and Investec,
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Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

Create London
Create London is working to help
to reshape and re-imagine the role
of artists in London, building new
connections between artists and
people living and working in some of
the most rapidly changing parts of
the city.
Our goal is to help re-think the kinds
of things that art can do in cities,
with a programme spanning job
creation, urban renewal, enterprise,
community development and
nurturing young artists.
Our ambitious programme of
projects aims to:
Connect Artists and Communities
We help and encourage artists
to connect more closely with
communities. Our work is primarily
focused in east London, home to
more artists and art organisations
than anywhere else in Europe and
one of the most economically
deprived parts of the UK.
Tackle the Challenges of the City
Create exists to explore the ways
that artists can make positive
contributions to the lives of people
in cities.
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Facilitate Urban Renewal
We commission art anywhere. Unlike
a gallery or theatre we have no fixed
public space, preferring to work in
the places people encounter every
day.
We have expertise in delivering
long-term projects that contribute
to improvements in neighbourhoods
across east London and which
involve communities in the process
of change.
Engage Children and Young People
Working in areas that experience
low levels of cultural engagement,
we prioritise working with children
and young people who would not
normally have access to publicly
funded arts and culture.
Support Artists
We provide significant new
opportunities for artists. We
encourage the artists we work
with to consider their relationship
with the neighbourhoods they live
and work in, resulting in changes in
their practice and ground-breaking
projects.

Old Manor Park Library (2016). Image courtesy of Emil Charlaff
Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

Projects

A House for Artists

The White House

A House for Artists is a pioneering
new model for affordable housing
and arts engagement in Barking
Town Centre, combining a new
community arts centre with studios
and 12 affordable apartments for
artists.

2017 saw signifcant development
of our work at The White House, a
derelict 18th century farmhouse
on Dagenham's Becontree Estate,
which in 2016 became a new public
space for art and social activity.
The White House regularly hosts
residencies with artists across
a range of artistic disciplines,
providing an opportunity to develop
their practice and engage with
people living in the estate and more
widely.
Across the summer of 2017,
artist Alice Theobald’s residency
explored how stereotypes and
cliché function in relation to
popular culture, and the demand
for “authenticity.” Drawing upon a
mixture of pop cultural references,
she developed multifaceted
installations that incorporate
sculpture, music, performance, and
video, working in partnership with
The Whitehouse Poetry group and
D.A.M.E (Dagenham Art and Music
Ensemble).
Between November 2017 and March
2018, dutch artist Wouter Osterholt's
residency explored the utopian
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Apparata

origins of the garden city movement
and the Becontree Estate, with the
aim of creating an Ideological Travel
Guide to Becontree. He invited local
Councillors, historians, architects,
activists and experts to discuss
the utopian origins of the estate
and re-discover the benefits of
establishing sustainable and socially
just communities.

would be designed and how local
people could learn skills through the
process and be part of the team
building this new outdoor space..
The White House is supported by London Borough
of Barking & Dagenham, Arts Council England, Paul
Hamlyn Foundation, City Bridge Trust, Genesis
Foundation and The Foyle Foundation.

The Front Room Programme at The
White House was also developed in
2017. We expanded this resident led
programme to reach more people,
adding more events and workshops,
facilitated by local people. The
programme responds to the
interests of our local residents and
includes coffee mornings, cookery
classes, painting & craft groups,
poetry groups, talks, history walks
and film screenings.
2017 also saw the beginning of the
Beacon Garden. The artist duo
'They Are Here' hosted community
workshops for all ages. Between
July and October 2017, 7 workshops
were hosted as well as a barbeque,
providing a space for new
conversations on how the garden

The idea for the project stems from
two major issues facing London: the
lack of affordable housing for artists
and a lack of funding for community
and social spaces. As part of their
tenancy, artists will collaborate
to develop and lead a public
programme of activity responding
to the context of local residents
in Barking Town Centre. It aims to
make a positive contribution to local
infrastructure for art, to embed a
long-term and sustainable space
for arts engagement and education
within the local community and
to introduce the principle of more
active affordable tenancies for
skilled workers in London.
A House for Artists was launched by
project patron Grayson Perry at an
event at Goldsmiths University on
April 3, 2017, and Spring 2018 will see
the first open call for artists wanting
to take up residency.

Workshop participants at the White House Garden (2017). Image courtesy of Indre Neiberkaite

This year saw us develop how we will
select the artists, as well as initiating
conversations around the country
with other councils intereseted in
the project.
The scheme has been designed
by the young London-based
architectural studio Apparata,
in collaboration with the London
Borough of Barking and Dagenham
and with support from the GLA. As
part of the client group we are very
much involved in the process of
designing and building what we think
will be an important piece of art and
housing infrastructre in Barking
At a time when local councils are
struggling to build and manage
existing community spaces – and
artists are finding it increasingly
hard to remain in London – we see
this project as a pilot or model,
which could be replicated in other
London boroughs.
Headline facts and figures:
•
•
•

Capital budget £3.5million
The building will accomodate 12
artists and their families
A House for Artists will open in
Spring 2020

A House for Artists is delivered in partnership with
the London Borough of Barking and Dagenham
with support from the Mayor of London.
A House for Artists interior Render: Shared Walkway Space . Image courtesy of Apparata
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Walthamstow Garden Party

North Woolwich Railway Line

July 2017
Lloyd Park, Walthamstow

muf

Walthamstow Garden Party is an
annual event celebrating Waltham
Forest’s creative and cultural
communities. For its fourth year,
Create and the Barbican once again
joined forces with Waltham Forest
Council, attracting over 33,000
visitors to Walthamstow’s beautiful
Lloyd Park and the William Morris
Gallery.

Local practitioners delivering
activities and demos included
Blackhorse Workshop, visiting artist
Chad McCail, Dash ‘N Dem, Inky
Cuttlefish, Lola Lely, Made by Ore,
Queenie & Ted, Scribble & Smudge,
Turning Earth and Yanire Sylva.

The 2017 event saw two days of
music, crafts, food and family
activity delivered in partnership with
local organisations.

•

This year, the garden party coincided
with Be Magnificent, a summer long
programme of events celebrating
the Walthamstow School of Art 19571967. The Be Magnificent Craft Trail
engaged local craft practitioners
to deliver workshops exploring
the importance of technical ability
and technique as a tool of selfexpression in the 1950s and 1960s.
Presented outside the gallery on
the lawns during the Walthamstow
Garden Party, children and adults
could try their hand at ceramics,
embroidery, textile design,
woodwork, printmaking and more.
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Among the projects making up 201718 is the development of a major
capital project, the North Woolwich
Railway Line. Based around an
abandoned Victorian railway line
in the Docklands, Create has
partnered with art and architecture
practice muf, the people of North
Woolwich and the Greater London
Authority to make the end of the line
into a new beginning.

Headline facts and figures:

•

•

Over 33,000 visitors attended
the festival across a two-day
period.
Create commissioned 10 local
artists / organisations to run free
and discounted craft activities
in the The Be Magnificent Craft
Trail
Over 1200 participants in the
craft areas

Delivered in partnership with the Barbican and
London Borough of Waltham Forest.

This project will renovate the former
railway line from the west of Store
Road to Pier Road in the east,
starting with the building of a beerbrewing factory at the west end
of the site, headed up by Newham
resident and award-winning brewer
Jenn Merrick.

and access to opportunity. North
Woolwich is a prime example of
this process - its eight thousand
residents are surrounded by large
infrastructure projects which isolate
the community, while bringing little
in terms of local value.
The project has been awarded funds
as part of the Mayor of London’s
London Regeneration Fund with a
further funding contribution from
Crossrail, and the project is being
delivered in collaboration with the
London Borough of Newham.

The land will be leased for the
next 20 years from TFL, and other
aspects of this project will include
a new public garden, new spaces
for artists, for local people and for
social enterprise. After two years
of research and planning, building
works are set to start this spring.

Be Magnificent Craft Trail (2017). Image courtesy of Susan Sanroman.

London’s growth has too often
delivered private profit at the
expense of residents’ quality of life
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North Woolwich (Images courtesy of muf)

Rabbits Road Press

Panic!

OOMK

Rabbits Road Press is a community
Risograph print studio and
publishing press run by artist
collective, One Of My Kind (OOMK),
situated within Old Manor Park
Library. With a focus on facilitating
original work between local
community groups and artists in and
around the Old Manor Park Library,
the small-scale publishing press
prints artists' work and custombind zines and small publications on
demand.
A responsive events programme
explored a contemporary model
for community publishing that
brings together artists, designers,
writers and local people in Newham.
A scheduled programme of print
production workshops, drop-in
tutorials, and artist talks guided
participants towards developing
their ideas into printed form and
de-mystifying the print production
process. Artist-led workshops
explored a range of themes and
techniques, aiming to familiarise
participants with various elements
of design and publishing while free
weekly drop-in sessions offer a
space for visitors to work on selfinitiated projects.
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The project builds on Old Manor
Park Library’s goal to establish
an accessible and diverse
community art space to support
the development of new skills,
knowledge sharing and social
exchange for people living in
Newham.

Panic! Campaign (2015)

Following on from the inaugural
edition in 2015, Panic! returns in
Spring 2018 with the release of a
major paper, written by Drs Dave
O’Brien, Orian Brook and Mark Taylor
from the University of Edinburgh
and the University of Sheffield, in
collaboration with Arts Emergency
and the Barbican and funded by
the Arts and Humanities Research
Council. The paper will be published
along with a series of talks, the
release of the papers and a new art
commission by artist and activist
Ellie Harrison.

Having first opened in November
2016, 2017-8 saw the programme
develop, with Newham's first Zine
Fair, more open access sessions and
the launch of the Neighbourhood
Exhibition , with new themed
publications that were
commissioned and produced at
Rabbits Road Press. The exhibition
also hosted “Making Art Spaces
Work”, a panel discussion exploring
the role of alternative art spaces.

It is the first time that sociologists
have compared large-scale national
datasets on social mobility with
industry-specific information,
offering new insights into the tastes,
values and engagement of cultural
workers compared to the rest of
society.

Supported by Arts Council England

The papers will be released in early
April 2018, with a sector-based event
at the Barbican to reflect on the
papers in June, inviting key industry
figures during the day, and opening
up to the public for discussion in the
evening.
OOMK launch at Rabbit's Road (2017). Image courtesy of Steph Jed
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Whilst the papers shed light on the
issues and challenges of entering
the arts professions, they, along with
the event, aim to make a significant
step to change the conversation
within the industry and how we
might take action to affect real
change in the creative economy.
As part of our future programme,
we developing new projects to
implement the findings of Panic!
further.

'I just really feel that the mathematics don’t add up, and I don’t think
it’s a skills gap issue, which everyone would like you to believe. I think
it’s a hiring issue, and I think it’s a systemic issue. I wouldn’t care so
much if it was a systemic and hiring issue in banking, but I care because it’s in the arts. It really sucks that it’s in the arts, because we’re
suffering because of it, and this country and its cultural output is suffering because of it."
P anic! Survey respondent.
Nisha, a British Asian woman from middle class social origins in her 30s, working in film
and television.

Be Magnificent

Making Places
Making Places is a new project
where artists, architects and
landscape designers have been
invited to deliver public realm
improvement works in partnership
with Waltham Forest Council,
bringing one new project to every
ward in response to local residents’
suggestions.
Until the 1980s, a high percentage of
trained architects in London worked
for Local Authorities and the design
ambition of public bodies can be
seen today in municipal buildings,
parks and and infrastructure
projects across London. This is no
longer the case and as we look for
examples of good quality municipal
design in the city, we are more
often than not drawn to historical
precedents. One excellent example
of which is the Grade II Walthamstow
Town Hall and grounds (Philip Dalton
Hepworth, 1941).
We have been working in partnership
with Waltham Forest Council on
developing a project which in a
small but, we hope, significant way
brings back design and artist-led
approaches to improving the public
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Dash and Dem, Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

realm of the borough through
20 new site-specific public
improvement projects. Each project
will take place at an ‘unloved’ site.
These places include parks, street
corners, forest schools, library
gardens and other public spaces
where long-term interventions will
help support local communities’
engagement with the varied
landscapes of the borough.
Successful proposals from artists,
architects, and practitioners of
all backgrounds will receive up to
£40,000 for each site to develop and
deliver their projects.

Park Pavillion by DAA Studio

Walthamstow School of Art
cultivated some of the most
influential creative talent of the
1950s and 60s. Leading names in art,
fashion, music and film studied and
taught there, including Pop Artists
Peter Blake and Derek Boshier,
musician Ian Dury, filmmakers Ken
Russell and Peter Greenaway and
fashion designers Celia Birtwell,
Marion Foale and Sally Tuffin. This
incredible era at the School had
never been explored or researched
in depth, despite the fact that all
the leading players cite their time in
Walthamstow as key to their later
development.
Summer 2017 saw an exhibition at
the William Morris Gallery which
explored this radical era at the
School and showed the early work of
these seminal artists and designers,
revealing how they were encouraged
to explore their creative imagination,
taking art and culture in radical new
directions.

Following an open call and selection
panel, in February 2018, the first ten
projects were announced, whilst the
remaining winning five from the first
open call will be announced later in
2018. A second open call for the final
five sites will take place in Spring
2019.
Our role in the project has been
to design the structure of the
programme as a whole and to
chair the judging panel, as well as
to provide curatorial support and
advice to each commissioned
practce.

programme of workshops, film
screenings and talks.
Alumni and former tutors including
Keith Albarn (b.1939), Terry Day
(b.1940) and Laurie Lewis (b.1944)
returned to teach classes and
explore the legacy of the school
alongside contemporary artists
including Jeremy Deller (b.1966),
Marcus Coates (b.1968) and Anthea
Hamilton (b.1978).
Be Magnificent coincided with the
2017 Walthamstow Garden Party,
at which the craft trail provided
local families and children with a
range of workshops delivered by
local practitioners, each inspired
by the skills and teaching of the
Waltamstow School of Art.

Accompanying the exhibition, a twoweek experimental art school was
run on the former School site, now
Waltham Forest College, with a free

Build up - Young People build at Somerford grove adventure playground
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Open School East ,Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

Town Gas (2016)

In the Making: Old Oak and Park Royal

We Can Create

Create has recently announced
its involvement as the Creative
Programming Partner for the Great
Place Scheme, funded by Heritage
Lottery Fund, Arts Council England
and Historic England, taking place in
and around one of the UK’s largest
regeneration and development
project in Old Oak and Park Royal,
west London.

Building on our work over the last
8 years, 'We Can Create' brings
together our work with young
people in east London to form one
programme. Through consolidating
these areas, our aim is to strengthen
our practice, look at more rigorous
evaluation of the impact our work
has on the lives of young people
and enable us to do more to embed
opportunities for young people into
all of our work.

Park Royal is home to London’s
largest industrial estate, housing
over around 1,700 businesses
including McVities and a diverse
range of smaller makers and
factories. This area will see
significant levels of investment and
development over the next 30-40
years.

As well as an artist residency
programme in local communities
and businesses, the programme
will see a major series of annual art
commissions, food projects, open
days, product design, history and
nature walks, school workshops and
a grants programme for groups.

OPDC (2018). Image (c) Mattr Media

We have now established a group
of young practitioners, Interchange,
who we will support to develop their
own projects and who will start to
attend our board meetings.
Current projects that cross over
with 'We Can Create' include Making
Places in Waltham Forest, Rabbits
Road Press, Town Gas and the White
House Young Creatives Group.

Working with over 50 artists over
the coming three years, our role
will be to positively integrate art,
heritage and local communities into
the planning process for the future
development of the area, which
includes a new HS2 and Crossrail
Station and 25,500 new homes.
The goal is that the plans for the
area will be informed by a greater
appreciation of the contribution that
industry and manufacturing brings
to this part of London.
OPDC (2018). Image (c) Mattr Media

Tech Tribe, Rabbit's Road Insitute (2017)
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Create Jobs
Create Jobs provides new routes
into the arts and creative industries
for young people living in Barking
& Dagenham, Greenwich, Hackney,
Newham, Tower Hamlets and
Waltham Forest. Working in
partnership with A New Direction,
the programme aims to bring
more 16–24 year-olds from these
boroughs into the creative sector,
diversifying the workforce and
providing beneficial experiences for
both employers and job-seekers.

Consultancy Work
Increasingly, we are placing
particular emphasis on sharing
what we have learned over the past
8 years and contributing towards
cultural strategies and initiatives
which support artist led communitybased practice and greater access
to art and culture in London and
beyond.

After six years of working in
partnership, Create Jobs has grown
significantly. The programme is
now led by A New Direction and we
have a role in the governance of the
programme thorugh participating
in a new Advisory Group and
through seeking new partnership
and collaborative opportuntities
with our core programme.

We worked over the past year to
develop a number of new cultural
strategies for public bodies and
provide advice and support to other
arts and municipal organisatioins.

Headline facts and figures:
Through a supportive programme of
opportunities, training and events,
and working with employers to
place young people into work, we
offer a full, personal and practical
experience on both sides. Create
Jobs makes it easier for employers
to take on young east Londoners
by shortlisting candidates, offering
support and advice and helping
them to access wage incentives.
It provides a framework to ensure
a successful experience on both
sides, with follow up visits and
feedback.

•

•

•

578 young people engaged,
receiving bespoke one to one
advice and coaching
159 young people trained
through short industry training
courses
96 paid employment outcomes
were achieved.

Create Jobs Digipipeline

This year, we continued our support
to oldest carnival organisation
in Hackney, Tropical Isles in the
development of their organisation
as well as Waltham Forest Council
to launch the pioneering art and
public realm programme, Making
Places. We also contributed towards
the successful application of Brent
Council for the Mayor of London's
Borough of Culture for 2020,
announced in March 2018.

The programme is funded by The Mayor's
Fund for London, London Legacy Development
Corporation and Job Centre Plus.
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Paris Trip 2013, image courtesy of Tim and Barry
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Making Places: Plot lines by Lucy Harrison and Matter Architecture

Ongoing Projects
In addition to developing new
programmes and projects, we
are spending significant time and
energy supporting the initiatives
we have helped establish over
the past 8 years. We are happy
to see many projects we have
commissioned establish themselves
as independent enterprises. In
this way, our work is seeing an
increasing cumulative impact.
Each is seeing ongoing benefits
for the communities where they
are based as well as ongoing
employment and support for
artists and creative practitioners
who work on the projects. Our
work to support ongoing projects
ranges from contributing towards
the governance of the new
charities, CICs and companies
which we have helped establish,
supporting ongoing fundraising,
co-commissioning new work and
seeking new collaborations.

Future Programme
2018-19

intend to work through a number of
our projects over the coming years.

Looking ahead to 2018/19, we aim
to remain ambitous, dynamic
and critical in our work, launching
new projects with a longer-term
focus and supporting more of our
existing programmes and projects
to become long term, independent
initiatives.

The long-term projects that are now
independent and that we continue
to support and collaborate with
include:
Blackhorse Workshop
Open School East

Open School East

In spring and summer 2018, the
Panic! report will be launched, along
with a programme of work around
its findings and legacy plans. 'We
Can Create', our programme of
work with young people, will expand,
opening more opportunities for work
in the cultural sector and providing
practical training, experience and
skills.

These projects often provide
valuable community spaces from
which they are able to offer a wide
range of benefits and programmes,
and have business models which
sustain them. All of them are now
operating as social enterprises
or charities in their own right.
This model of making a long-term
commitment to a place and a
community is the way in which we
Page 17

2018/19 will see the launch of 'In the
Making' with the first major annual
artist commission and the launch
of the main project programmes.
Building works will begin on A House
for Artists, in addition to selecting
the 12 artists who will be living in the
house.

Blackhorse Workshop. Image (c) Ben Quinton
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A House for Artists interior Render: Image courtesy of Apparata

Statement of Financial Activities

Finance

2017/2018 was the sixth full year
of independent operations for
the Create London team after its
incorporation as a stand-alone
charity.
London Borough of Hackney
contributed £25,000 and Waltham
Forest £17,000 towards funding
Create’s core costs and the
London Boroughs of Barking and
Dagenham, and Newham provided
support for, respectively, A House
for Artists, and Rabbits Road
Press . The first year of a threeyear partnership with the Old
Oak and Park Royal Development
Corporation brought a grant of
£22,500.
In addition, the team raised almost
£800,000 in new funding from
corporate sponsors and other grant
funders. Chief amongst these were
Arts Council England, the Arts and
Humanities Research Council, Bank
of America Merrill Lynch, Bloomberg
Philanthropies, City Bridge Trust,
Garfield Weston Foundation, the
Genesis Foundation, the Greater
London Authority, Heritage Lottery
Fund, Investec, London Borough of
Newham, Paul Hamlyn Foundation
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and The Stow Brothers. The
members of the Create Circle made
generous charitable contributions
totalling £28,000.
The figures in this report are a
summary from Create’s Audited
Accounts.

Incoming Resources
Incoming resources from charitable
activities (project funding)
Incoming resources from generated
funds (other income)
Total incoming resources

2017
£

2018
£

989,519

874,079

31,917

55,383

1,021,436

929,462

Support Us

Resources Expended
Charitable activities

956,748

1,014,410

Costs of generating voluntary income
Total resources expended
Net movement in funds
Funds balances at 1 April
Funds balances at 31 March

40,103
996,851
24,585
440,993
465,528

43,902
1,058,312
128,850
465,528
336,578

Balance Sheet

2017
£

2018
£

Current assets

1,105

-

Debtors

331,788

237,242

Cash at bank and in hand
Total

193,623
545,411

193,430
430,672

(60,988)

(93,994)

464,423
465,528

336,678
336,678

248,236
81,720
135,572
465,528

106,14
90,000
140,529
336,678

Creditors: amounts falling due within
one year
Net current assets
Total assets
Income Funds
Restricted funds
Designated funds
Unrestricted funds
Total

Our work supports artists to deliver
ambitious new projects which reach
communities across east London.
Working with hundreds of
artists, and tens of thousands
of participants, our ambitious
programme of projects has enabled
people across east London to
engage directly with art in new and
inspiring ways.
Our work always seeks to:
• Deliver innovative new projects
from regional and international
artists
• Demonstrate the value of
artists' contributions to shaping a
progressive and inclusive society
• Support young people from diverse
backgrounds to gain experience
skills and employment in our sector

To find out more, please contact
Charlotte Aston
Please call: 020 7382 7284
or email: charlotte@createlondon.org
or visit: createlondon.org/support-us/

We rely on donations, grants and
sponsorship to help fund our
charitable activities and to develop
the vision of our programme.
Whether through one-off donations,
sponsorship, or on-going patronage,
there are many ways to get involved
with Create London to support our
programme and us.
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The White House Launch Event (2016)

2017-18 Supporters

Trustees

Associate Partner
Barbican

John Studzinski CBE, Chairman
Senior Managing Director and
Global Head of Blackstone Advisory
Partners LP

Core supporters
Arts Council England
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Greater London Authority
London Borough of Barking and
Dagenham
London Borough of Hackney
London Borough of Haringey
London Borough of Newham
London Borough of Waltham Forest
Project Supporters
Arts and Humanities Research Council
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
City Bridge Trust
Fluxus Art Projects
Garfield Weston Foundation
Genesis Foundation
Helen Hamlyn Trust
Heritage Lottery Fund
Investec
Mayor’s Fund for London
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
The Stow Brothers
Santander Foundation
Legal Support
CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
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David Bailey CBE
Artist, photographer and filmmaker,
Director Camera Eye Limited
Tony Elliott CBE
Founder/Chairman at Time Out
Group Ltd
Karina McTeague
Director Retail Banking, Supervision,
Retail and Authorisations Division,
FCA

Andrea Sullivan
Head of International, Global
Environment, Social and
Governance, Bank of America Merrill
Lynch
Liam Kane MBE
Company Secretary
Councillor Guy Nicholson, Vice-Chair
London Borough of Hackney
Councillor Denise Jones
London Borough Tower Hamlets
Councillor Ahsan Khan
London Borough of Waltham Forest

Leslie Morphy OBE
Consultant, Deputy Chair of Board
of Governors at Oxford Brookes
University

Leader of the Council Darren
Rodwell
Leader of the London Borough of
Barking and Dagenham

Ruaridh Nicoll
Editor of the Observer Magazine

Councillor Bernice Vanier
London Borough of Haringey

Henry Ritchotte
Founder, RitMir Ventures
Matthew Slotover OBE
Co-Founder and Co-Publisher of
Frieze Art Fair, Director of Frieze
Foundation

Town Gas Launch (2016)
Be Magnificent Summer School 2017

North Woolwich Railway Line (2018). Image courtesy of muf.

Create London
Barbican Centre
Silk Street
London
EC2Y 8DS
+44 (0)20 7382 7284
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www.createlondon.org

